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This tutorial assumes you are familiar with
snap, and the use of frames os. Not its code,
just using app windows and stuff.

Ok, let’s begin.



In this doc
- Creating a new app
- Renaming (changing name of app)
- Pre-existing code (explanation of app code)
- Framecode (how to use framecode)
- Changing icon (changing image that says “frames
os icon”)



Creating a new app
Open frames os in the snap editor and go to the
“app template” sprite. Duplicate it, and then
restart frames os. You should now see your new app
on the far right.



Renaming
To change your app name, change the name of the
app’s sprite to “app” + the name you want.

For example: Set your sprite’s name to “app cool
program”, restart frames os, and see what’s
different about your app.

Now let’s look at the code.



Pre-existing code

Your app comes with 3 scripts.

The first script opens and closes your app. We can
ignore this.



The second script resets some variables, and gives
you the option to change minimum window size (the
smallest your window can be), and the default size
(size of your window the first time it's open).

You can also use this script to run something when
frames os starts up, like resetting the score in a
game.

The third and last script is what happens when your
app is opened.
You can have more than one of these running at
once, and almost anything that can be coded in snap
works in a frames os app. However, in frames os,
the way graphics work is slightly different.



Framecode
Framecode is how app graphics work. It is
essentially a recreation of pen blocks. Every time
a framecode block is activated, it adds a command
to a list. This list of commands specifies what
frames os should draw in your app’s window.

When frames os draws an app’s framecode, it starts
at the center of the window, and every “go to”
command is also based on the center of the window.



(ex: “go to 0 50” in framecode means “go 50 pixels
above the center of my window”)

To better understand how framecode works, you can
mess with your app’s pre-existing code.



Changing icon (Optional)
An app’s icon is the image you click on to open it.

1) Make a new icon. This should be a 200x200
image, but frames os works with any image size,
as long as it’s a square.

2) Go to costumes and delete the default icon.
Insert your new one.

3) Rename the new icon “appicon” and do not
switch the sprite to another costume. The
costume name is how frames os detects app
sprites.



The End
That should be everything you need to know to
create an app for frames os. Let me know on the
snap forums if I should add anything.


